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PRODUCT INFORMATION SHEET 
 

DVD products are manufactured to the highest possible standards using modern 
manufacturing processes and materials. With the appropriate in-home care and 
maintenance they will provide years of trouble free performance. 
 

DVD AcrAcrAcrAcrylic Reflectionsylic Reflectionsylic Reflectionsylic Reflections Issue Date. June 2013 rev. 03/14 

 

Care and Maintenance Instructions 
  

Please read this information sheet before removing any Protective Film. 
 

When using DVD Acrylic ReflectionsAcrylic ReflectionsAcrylic ReflectionsAcrylic Reflections DO NOT Remove the Protective film until you have read this 

information sheet and all trade works on site are completed. 
 

Your DVD Acrylic ReflectionsAcrylic ReflectionsAcrylic ReflectionsAcrylic Reflections Acrylic Doors, Drawer Fronts & Panels come complete with protective 

film. Once the film is removed, the curing process is initiated. The final curing process of the Gloss Acrylic 
surface can take approx. 72 Hours for the surface to be fully cured. The Protective Film can also create 
static that may attract dust and other abrasive material to the surface. During the curing process the acrylic 
surface is most vulnerable to micro-scratching damage if an incorrect cleaning process is used. 
 

We, therefore recommend that upon removal of the protective film, a light spray of VuPlex be applied to 
the surface. Following the directions on the aerosol: SHAKE CAN WELL Spray on Lightly. Wipe off and buff 
using a light circular motion with a soft Microfibre Glass cloth. This removes any residue left from the 
protective film, production processes and helps the curing process. 
 

About VuPlex  
VuPlex was originally developed for use in aviation. VuPlex is quite simply the most effective product 
you can buy for cleaning, protecting and polishing clear and coloured plastics. 

VuPlex acts as a safe but powerful cleaner that will not damage the surface and is very effective against 
most common stains that may occur within the household.  
VuPlex removes static from the surface that will maintain a cleaner finish for longer and avoid abrasive 
attraction. 
VuPlex works by depositing a coat of polymer on the surface that’s aids in the curing process and acts as 

an invisible barrier against fine scratches. In abrasive tests, VuPlex has been found to more than double 

abrasive resistance. VuPlex also seals in the surface slowing damage from everyday use, sunlight and 
other chemicals. 

VuPlex Chas the ability to restore older acrylic surfaces that have lost the colour gloss and luster by filling 
any fine surface scratches and recreating the WOW factor. 
 

For regular cleaning we recommend you continue to use VuPlex using a clean Microfibre Glass cloth. 
Use by spraying over the surface lightly and then wiping in a light circular motion.  
 

VuPlex is available from your door supplier or direct from DVD     


